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NAIC Illustration Regulation Races Index Product
Innovation
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As index universal life (IUL) and index annuity product innovation sprints ahead, regulators, running to catch up, are
considering whether changes are needed to the NAIC’s Actuarial Guideline 49 and to its Annuity Disclosure Model
Regulation.
Many new index universal life products apply a “multiplier” in computing the indexbased interest credits for additional implicit
or explicit contract charges. The additional contract charges provide insurers additional funds to support the additional indexbased interest credits. Many index annuities include accounts that base index-based interest credits on recently created
algorithmic-based indices that include volatility-control features. The algorithmic-based indices may be based on previously
existing indices, such as the S&P 500® Index, or on a composite of a variety of indices, a variety of equities within an index,
or a variety of asset classes.
Under AG 49, IUL illustrations typically reflect a constant interest rate and do not reflect the actual variability in index-based
interest. This variability in index-based interest has a more pronounced impact on IULs with multipliers and may trip up
consumer understanding of the potential consequences of the multipliers and the additional charges. AG 49 also caps the
index-based interest by limiting the assumed earned interest on the general account assets supporting the IUL, and the AG
49 cap is often below the actual index account caps. This approach was taken instead of including a “hard ceiling” on the
interest rate that could be illustrated. To get out of the blocks, the NAIC’s Life Acturial (A) Task Force IUL Illustration
Subgroup sought comment on eight questions.
The Annuity Disclosure Model Regulation permits illustration only of index accounts based upon indices that have been in
existence for at least 10 years. After a false start in which regulators apparently did not like industry’s proposed changes, the
Annuity Disclosure Model Working Group is receiving comments on a proposal to allow illustration of index accounts based
upon an algorithm-based index if:
The algorithm-based index is based upon other indices that have been in existence for at least 20 calendar years;
At least 20 years of history can be constructed; and
The algorithm is fixed from the creation of the index.
During recent IUL Illustration SG and Annuity Disclosure WG calls, comments were made about the possibility of
harmonizing the illustration requirements for IULs and index annuities. The work on index product illustrations looks to be a
marathon that is just beginning.
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